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17th April 2021 South West of England Bat Conference Online 

 
Priorities in the South West of England   
 

This conference was the second to pilot a two-workshop approach, which replaced the 
previous priorities discussion session.  Instead, people had the opportunity to submit 
priorities at the time of booking and during the conference via the Event App and email. The 
format of the afternoon session was reformatted to include the national one-minute silence 
for HRH Prince Philip.  
 
We have followed-up on the issues raised by delegates with BCT colleagues and external 
organisations as appropriate, and this document shared with all delegates.   
 
Priority points raised included:  

• Survey Guidance 

• Wildlife Crime 

• Built Environment 

• Licensing 

• Bat Welfare 

• Records 
 

Survey Guidance 
Priority raised: Define minimum number of surveys required to characterise roost, as this 
enables planning authorities to have guidelines to follow to assess whether sufficient survey 
effort has occurred, just as we define number of surveys for reptiles, dormice and GCN. 
Seems to be a loophole for those who wish to use the lack of BCT guidance on number of 
surveys required to characterise a bat roost to get away with the least they can. Also the lack 
of guidance on number of roost characterisation surveys in the BCT guidelines is at odds with 
the details given for surveying low/moderate/high quality bat habitat. 
 
Priority raised: Clarity would be useful regarding minimal survey effort, specifically roost 
characterisation and night roost/feeding perches in the BCT survey guidelines.  Through 
experience this has resulted in inconsistency of survey effort. 
 
Response from BCT’s Head of Biodiversity, Jan Collins: The guidelines recommend a 
minimum number of surveys to establish absence but when it comes to roost 
characterisation when bats have been shown to be present ecologists must establish the 
answers to these questions: which species are using the roost; what they’re using it for (e.g. 
breeding, hibernating, transitional roost); how many individuals are present; where they 
are; how they are getting in and out; and whether they are using internal space to fly. There 
can be no set number of surveys to achieve this, because this may be an easy task for some 
roosts, and thus take relatively few surveys, but take much more input for others. If this 
information has not been gathered and submitted with the planning application, then the 
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planning authority may ask for more surveys. This will be discussed with the Technical 
Review Board however, when updating the guidelines. 
 
 

Wildlife Crime 
Priority raised: Consequences of bat crime - there seems to be very little 'public interest' to 
get any prosecutions. Twice I have had the police recommend bat boxes to replace a lesser 
horseshoe roost which had been demolished. 
 
Response from BCT’s Wildlife Crime Officer, Mark Goulding: Bat crime is a National Wildlife 
Crime Priority and the Wildlife Crime project supports over 100 police investigations a year. 
BCT works with the police, the public, professional ecologists and voluntary bat workers to 
gain the best outcomes. However, there are many cases where the evidential test cannot be 
met (i.e. there is insufficient evidence to support that a crime has actually occurred) and the 
case cannot then be taken forwards for prosecution. Additionally, we don’t have the 
resources to get involved with every single case and the police are not ecologists and may 
therefore sometimes not get the species-specific detail quite right. There are challenges to 
be met by both the police and the project with regards the investigation of bat crimes, 
however public support is not on the whole one of them. We recognise an ongoing need to 
raise awareness and provide training so that more people involved in dealing with wildlife 
crime are aware of not only the impact that roost destruction has but that there are 
sometimes alternative, and more effective, options available to deal with cases than 
prosecution.  
 
 

Built Environment 
Priority raised: There are few articles online about the bat-friendly lighting installation along 
the A4440, near Warndon Wood. I'm impressed by the innovation and have been inspired to 
replicate something like this elsewhere. Currently, I'm advocating for a similar setup on 
roads around Bristol. Our efforts to keep our biodiversity while developing great urban areas 
are so important now. 
 
Response from BCT’s Built Environment Manager, Jo Ferguson: Tackling harm from light 
pollution is one of my key responsibilities as Built Environment Manager, and is an area we 
are continually developing understanding and guidance on. You can find information on our 
lighting work here. In terms of the A4440 study specifically, I ran a Lighting Symposium in 
2019 with this work presented (page 15 of the symposium document) and the study leads 
are now part of the steering group that are updating our original bats and lighting guidance. 
I agree it is important to make urban development work together with biodiversity, I’m on 
the biodiversity steering group for the Construction Industry Research and Information 
Association and have a number of ongoing and upcoming projects that focus on retrofitting 
biodiversity into the built environment. I have also helped create a range of resources and 
information for urban development on our website: https://bit.ly/3uzlJBY.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.bats.org.uk/our-work/buildings-planning-and-development/lighting
https://cdn.bats.org.uk/images/Lighting-Symposium-complete-low-res.pdf?mtime=20200506095932&focal=none
https://bit.ly/3uzlJBY
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Licensing 
Priority raised: It would be interesting to hear a reasoned justification of the proposed 
changes to EPS licensing (not just how this will save NE money). Also how the CIEEM Earned 
Recognition process will safeguard bat roosts, especially those in domestic settings from 
covert destruction in advance of planning applications while the process of bat survey and 
licensing becomes more and more expensive for householders in the burgeoning eco-
economy. 
 
Response from BCT’s Head of Biodiversity, Jan Collins: Presuming the changes referred to 
initially are the Earned Recognition (ER) Project, this is our response. This project aims to 
improve outcomes for bats by raising and maintaining professional standards among 
ecological consultants whilst also streamlining the licensing process and enabling NE to 
divert resources to compliance checking and outcome monitoring (which will also be good 
for bats as it will close the feedback loop and enable practice to improve over time). The 
Earned Recognition Project is not a CIEEM project, it is a partnership project involving NE, 
BCT and CIEEM. The project involves improving the mitigation licensing system rather than 
safeguarding bat roosts in domestic settings that are destroyed in advance of a planning 
application. Destruction of bat roosts without a licence remains illegal and our Wildlife 
Crime Project works towards crime prevention and the best outcomes from wildlife crime 
cases (which may involve restorative justice measures or prosecution). In addition, our other 
projects (e.g. the Built Environment Project and Woodland Project) aim to raise awareness 
among those who come into contact with bats through their work, again with a view to 
crime prevention. The enquirer mentions domestic settings and householders and of course 
there is a separate system involving the VBRV network where householders are concerned 
about bats or carrying out maintenance work. Where planning is required, this is different 
and the planning authority have a duty to protect, conserve and enhance nature. 
 
Priority raised: Ensuring current local authority development pool options consider 
biodiversity and bats in particular. 
 
Response from BCT’s Head of Biodiversity, Jan Collins and Director of Conservation, Carol 
Williams: We are assuming the question is regarding spending pooled money from 
Community Infrastructure Levy and section 106 agreements on biodiversity enhancements. 
As part of the Biodiversity in Planning project that was led by BCT, a guide was produced 
highlighting obligations and opportunities in this regard. This project finished in 2020 but 
the outputs are still accessible via the website: https://www.biodiversityinplanning.org/. 
 
With Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) in England (part of the Environment Bill) the importance of 
forging habitat within the core sustenance zone from a roost should highlight the necessity 
of retaining this, or if elements are lost ensuring that this is addressed within the area of 
that core sustenance zone. This is by no means a straightforward scenario as species are not 
part of the metric used for calculating BNG. That does not mean species considerations are 
not a part of the necessary process, but just deemed too complex to be in the metric. To try 
and bridge this potential gap BCT, with colleagues from WSP, Balfour Beatty, and Atkins 
have produced this guidance document. We are currently working on a survey for ecologists 
to see how well this has been able to be applied. 
 

https://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/1563/biodiversityinplanningpracticeadvice2019.pdf
https://www.biodiversityinplanning.org/
https://cdn.bats.org.uk/images/Bat-Species-Core-Sustenance-Zones-and-Habitats-for-Biodiversity-Net-Gain.pdf?mtime=20200808090241&focal=none
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In terms of the Nature Recovery Network (at a national level) or Local Nature Recovery 
Strategies (LNRS) (as they will apply per local authority area), this too has been led by 
habitats and not by species. BCT has been working at both levels to raise this point, 
including having input into two of the pilot LNRS and working with Wildlife and Countryside 
Link specialist group on this subject. 
 
 

Bat welfare 
Priority raised: Bat care, bat education and bat advice 
 
Response from BCT’s Helpline Managers, Hannah Van Hesteren and Becky Wilson, and 
BCT’s Director of Communications and Fundraising Joe Nunez-Mino: BCT recognises the 
critically important role that supporting the bat care network, educating people about bats 
and providing timely professional advice plays in bat conservation. The way we do this 
effectively and sustainably is changing rapidly and depends on securing the necessary 
resources while also taking advantage of new opportunities and collaborations that 
maximise the impact we have. The helpline are dedicated to giving the best advice and 
support possible, having recently increased volunteering roles to ensure we can continue to 
provide this service in light of reduced funding. We are also holding a bat care consultation 
this year to develop the bat care network and ensure we are supporting in the best way 
possible. The helpline team have been working hard on growing the advice available on our 
website, to make it accessible to everyone and ease the number of calls received by the 
helpline so that the most urgent can be answered.  
 
 

Records 
Priority raised: Linking up landscape scale records to ensure continued landscape scale 
connectivity-trans regional discussions. 
 
Response from BCT’s Bat Groups Officer, Abby Packham: This is something that all wildlife 
groups could consider and was the driving force behind the streamlining project leading to 
the National Biodiversity Network (NBN).  It can be difficult to understand landscape 
connectivity via collating individual local record centres, having a national repository for 
records hopes to solve this. There are several ways to submit records to the NBN, one 
option is via iRecord, which will automatically format your records so you only need submit 
them once. Only verified records are submitted to the NBN.  
 
There is however the consideration of income generated by records, that drive access 
limitation. Granting access to held records can be lucrative for bat groups and generate the 
majority of a group’s income, which enables them to carry out important conservation 
work. We perhaps may need to find a balance; to share records to enable landscape level 
review, but enable bat groups to offer a chargeable service so as to not negatively impact 
income.  
 


